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Foreword

India is a nation with over a billion people who belong to

different religions, speak a wide array of languages and belong

to different communities. The national identity of India is based

on the idea of a pluralistic society, which is reflected in the secular-

democratic framework, which is enshrined in the Republican

Constitution of the country.

The basic feature of a modern civilized society is that people

belonging to different ethnic or religious groups should be able

to live together with dignity, respecting each other’s rights,

religions and cultures without subjecting any group or groups

to any sort of discrimination. Every citizen in India is uniformly

subject to the laws of the country, regardless the caste, creed

or religion, and contributes to the revenue of the state and is

therefore entitled to equal treatment under the law from the

state and its various instrumentalities. It is this plurality that

has resulted in India being seen as an economic growth

powerhouse and is now one of the frontrunners and innovators

in different business fields with Indian companies present on

the world stage.



The United States Commission for International Religious Freedom

(USCIRF) – a body constituted by the US Congress – in its annual

report of 2011 raises several questions over India’s credentials in

these matters. It portrays India as a country where premeditated

attacks on the minorities are the order of the day and castigates the

judiciary and the Government of India for doing precious little to

protect them.

The report of the Commission suffers from a number of anomalies.

Firstly it doesn’t have a single member from the subject country –

India. The Commission was not allowed entry into India on questions

of its legitimacy and propriety of interfering in sovereign matters of

other countries. The sources it depended for its conclusions have

largely been from the Church and missionary groups. The report also

falls woefully short on facts and figures. Its recommendations too

clearly betray the lack of understanding of the ground reality in India

if not deliberate bias against the majority community.

This document prepared by the India Foundation is a detailed response

to the USCIRF’s ill-informed and prejudiced motivated criticism of

India, its efficient institutions and its pluralist and tolerant society.

- Publishers
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USCIRF's Criticism of India

Ill-informed and Prejudiced

ndia is a country with the second largest population in the world. It is a

nation with people who belong to different religions, speak a wide array

of languages and belong to different communities. The national identity of

India is based on the idea of a pluralistic society, which is reflected in the

secular-democratic framework,enshrined in the Republican Constitution

of the country. The ideal of national unity is reinforced by cultural pluralism

and the composite heritage of the country.

The basic feature of a modern civilized society is that people belonging to

different ethnic or religious groups should be able to live together with

dignity, respecting each other’s rights, religions and cultures without

subjecting any group or groups to any sort of discrimination. Citizenry in

India is uniformly subject to the tax laws of the country, regardless of the

caste, creed or religion, and contributes to the revenue of the state and is

therefore entitled to equal treatment under the law from the state and its

various instrumentalities. This alone can generate an atmosphere conducive

to national growth and integration.This is evident in modern India which

has seen a surge in the growth of its economy and is now one of the

frontrunners and innovators in global business.

Taking this into account, several questions which are raised by the Annual

Report of the United States Commission on International Religious

Freedom(USCIRF) 2011" (hereinafter the Commission) need to be

readdressed.

I
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The Context

The context of this paper is to understand some of the findings and

recommendations of the USCIRF Report. At the outset it is pertinent to

note that the Commission formed by the USCIRF is not representative of

the religious demography of the country. A truly representative Commission

would have ensured a holistic understanding of the issues involved. This

would have helped the Commission to arrive at conclusions that are

objective and unbiased.

Findings

The Report states “In some regions of India, law enforcement and judicial

officials have proven unwilling or unable to seek redress consistently for

victims of religiously-motivated violence or to challenge cultures of impunity

in areas with a history of communal tensions, which in some cases has

fostered a climate of impunity’.

The condemnation of the Indian judicial system by USCIRF is not in the

right ethical spirit. It is not within the purview of an external commission

to comment about the judicial process of a sovereign country.  The Report

states the justice system as low and often ineffective and/or blames law

enforcement and judicial officials as unwilling seeking redress for victims

of religiously motivated violence or challenge and creates supposed cultures

of impunity in areas of communal tensions. Putting aside the fact that the

findings are beyond the legal jurisdiction of the commission, it also is

factually questionable.

“The infrastructure for investigating and prosecuting cases of religiously-

motivated violence or harassment exists, such as Fast Track courts and

Special Investigative Teams (SITs), in India, but its capacity is severely

limited, it is utilized inconsistently, and it is hampered by political corruption

and religious bias, particularly at the state and local levels”.

The Report states that the Indian judicial system, both fast track courts and

special investigative teams is hampered by corruption and religious bias.
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The fact is that the Report has only studied India in patches.

While it is not doubted that there are many things which could work better

in the Indian Justice system it needs to be clarified that the faults of the

Indian Justice system is not a conspiracy against its religious minorities.

The Report states “Further, several states have adopted the “Freedom of

Religion Acts”, commonly known and the ‘Anti Conversion Law’, that

purportedly prohibit ‘forced’, ‘induced’ or ‘fraudulent’ religious

conversions away from Hinduism, but not towards it”.

The Report opines that the attacks on minorities are premeditated with the

objective of eliminating or harassing them. The USCIRF Report also raises

serious objections over the Freedom of Religions Act prevailing in several

Indian States. These objections are ill-conceived. The objective of these

acts is to preserve the rights of the indigenous communities of the country

and to follow their age-old traditions, which have a direct link to India’s

pluralistic culture.  These laws are intended to prevent activities like

religious conversions through force, fraud, or allurement. India has had a

history of such induced proselytism causing several social unrests. The

very objective of these acts thus has been to restore social harmony by

preserving the religious freedom of every citizen. It is unfortunate that the

USCIRF Report chose to wrongfully criticize these laws thus siding with

unethical religious activities. It is highly objectionable to put India on the

watch-list on the excuse of these acts. This action of the USCIRF shows its

disregard for pluralistic religious ethos of the Orient. Even a cursory look

at the USCIRF Report makes one feel that the findings are superficial and

at some times even flawed. The Report’s findings come across as if the

anti-conversion laws are directed against Christianity,which is false

especially when the Report does not discuss Christian violence on non-

Christians in India. The Report also clearly does not discuss that the said

proselytism through admitted force or fraud or inducement leads to a large

amount of tension within Indian society. Aggressive proselytism is

something which is foreign to Indian society and tends to disrupt its

pluralistic traditions. The involvement of such aggressive proselytism
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resulting in social disruption leads to religious polarization. The Report should

instead be recommending that proselytism in India be stopped because it

tends to promote fraudulent proselytism. It fails to recognize the danger of

its recommendations which may lead to see the polarization along religious

lines throughout India and disrupt Indian society as a whole.

The Report does not document the plight of the minority Hindus and

indigenous tribes in the states of North-East India and in the state of Jammu

and Kashmir.In several North-East states there is documented evidence

that evangelical Christians have targeted minority Hindus and forced them

out of their homes and heaths.

Priority Recommendation

Recommendations made by the commission in the USCIRF Report include

that in some States there are motivated attacks against members of religious

minorities, women, and individuals of lower castes. Such observations have

been recorded against even state governments and senior officials. The

Report states “USCIRF urges the U.S. government to encourage and assist

the government of India to make more vigorous and effective efforts to halt

violent attacks against members of religious minorities, as well as women

and individuals deemed to be of lower caste,”.The content in the annexure

will highlight the hollowness of the Commission’s criticisms.

The last recommendation to the US government to encourage India to accept

delegations of non-governmental organizations and US governmental

agencies to investigate its internal policies and implementation of its laws

amounts to direct interference in the sovereign affairs of India. It is important

to remind the Commission that Indians had participated in a hundred-year

struggle for freedom from the foreign yolk. This is tantamount to usurping

the sovereignty of a country.

Religious Freedom Conditions

The USCIRF after 2004 has put India on the watch list. The direct
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interference of a commission constituted under US law in the politics of

India and taking sides in disputes between Indian political parties, which

are recognized as secular parties under the Indian Constitution, is a

fundamentally flawed approach by the Commission. Such a flawed approach

puts a question mark on the validity and veracity of the recommendations

presented in the Report. Another drawback of the USCIRF Report has

been that none of the Commission members have visited India to experience

the country and its peculiarities in the first place. Clearly, it becomes apparent

that the findings of the USCIRF Report are incorrect. The Commission

also made sweeping statements that religious minorities have not been

provided justice in India. The statement that in the late 1990s there was a

marked increase of violent attacks on Muslims and Christians is without

any factual evidence. For example, the Report states “In the late 1990s,

there was a marked increase of violent attacks throughout India against

members of religious minority communities, particularly Muslims and

Christians, including incidents of killings, torture, rape, and property

destruction.”This has no factual evidence.

Interestingly again the Report deliberately obfuscates facts about the Gujarat

riots of 2002 by attempting to state in a sleight of hand that all the deaths

which were recorded were only of Muslims when this is completely contrary

to the facts (Refer to the Annexure on Gujarat). The Report depends on

NGOs like Indian Muslim Welfare Council and the All India Christian Council

that are well known to be partisan.

It is a fact that Hindu organizations have a broader support base in India,

just like Christian organizations do in the USA. However, the fact that they

are Hindu organizations in a country with 85% population of Hindus does

not make them intent on violence or intent on eliminating minorities from

the country. If this were so there would not have been an expansion of the

number of minorities in the country as would be evident from a simple

reading of data of the Census Report.

The statements of the Commission regarding the existence of a family of

Hindu organizations which promotes a Hindu nationalist agenda and adheres
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to an ideology of Hindutva which holds all non-Hindus as foreign to India is

like making a statement that the Christian Right and all organizations which

promote Christian values in America want to get rid of all non-Christians

from America.

Orissa Violence of 2007-2008

It is interesting to see that the Report in relation to the violence in Orissa

makes out a case as if an essentially tribal versus non-tribal dispute is a

matter of religious conflict. It is historically known that there has been a

huge amount of conflict in the region between tribals and non-tribals, which

has been exacerbated by Christian religious conversion and occupation of

tribal lands by non-tribals. The Report does not say a word about the

ongoing disputes between the Kondh tribes and the Pana non-tribes in the

area. It also does not mention the long-standing grievances of the tribals

whose lands have been usurped by non-tribals on various grounds. The

Report also does not take into account that there was a large-scale violence

on the tribals by the non-tribals as well as by the Central police force,

which had been stationed in the area. The tribals have approached the

Supreme Court of India against this deployment.

“Reportedly, the influential local VHP leader Swami

LakshmananandaSaraswati played a central role in fomenting and

encouraging the violence against Christians. Swami Saraswati was

murdered on August 23, 2008, with Maoist extremists claiming

responsibility. However, the murder sparked a violent campaign targeting

Christians in Orissa.”

The Report states with clear mala fide intentions that Swami Lakshmananda

Saraswati was responsible for anti-Christian violence. The Report also

falsely states that Maoists were responsible for the killing of the Swami

while there were clear allegations that important Church functionaries were

involved in the murder.In fact strangely there has not been a single incident

of prosecution of non-tribals and Church functionaries by the state

government when in fact admittedly there was violence by the non-tribalsas
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well. They were aided by Church functionaries. The Maoists have issued

press statements indicating that they have long-standing relations with the

Church. The Maoists have also stated that they do look after Christian

interests in the area. The family and followers of the Swami had to actually

approach the High Court in order to get a proper investigation into the

matter concerning his death. A proper investigation into the murder of the

Swamy still eludes because of outside pressure on the State government.

It is well known that Church functionaries went on to randomly name people

as accused in their complaints filed before the local police. Some of the

people named in the complaints were not even present in the State at the

time of the incidents. The attempt of the Church functionaries was to

implicate all members of the tribal society and ensure large-scale religious

conversions after putting the said leaders of tribals in jail. In this they were

assisted by the Central forces, which clearly took the side of non-tribals

and the Church. In the end, it is the tribal who has his land usurped, his

religious places destroyed, and his leaders put into jail on false trumped up

charges. Scores of tribals have also been maimed or murdered. Sadly there

has not been any compensation by State or Central Governments to him for

the fear of antagonizing international Churches and NGOs.

It is apparent that all the information, which the Report relies upon is sourced

from Church NGOs. The Report suffers from the lack of any other

perspective and relies on the reports submitted by the Church NGOs as

true without verifying the facts.

“Manoj Pradhan, a BJP leader and member of the Orissa state legislature,

has been charged with numerous crimes, and the Christian community

believes him to be one of the masterminds of the violence in Kandhamal. In

June 2010, a fast track court sentenced Pradhan to seven years of hard

labor for the culpable homicide of one person, but the Orissa High Court

released him after he paid a small fine. In January 2011, the Supreme Court

overturned the Orrisa High Court order and he was returned to jail. However,

in March 2011 the Orissa High Court again released him on bail, pending

his appeal.”
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No doubt that there was an attempt by the local Churches in consonance

with the Maoists and the State government to implicate tribal leaders as

alleged perpetrators of violence without any evidence whatsoever.

The allegations in the Report concerning the proceedings of the Manoj

Pradhan case are completely unsubstantiated and false. The case against

Manoj Pradhan is weak and extremely circumstantial. The attempt has

obviously been to link Manoj Pradhan to the supposed criminal acts and

thereby removing him from the political scene. The Church has actively

intervened in the proceedings through the State government and through

the Central government. The present reply does not comment on the details

of the case since the matter is sub judice and before the Courts.

In relation to the other infamous case of Meena Lalita Barwa it is apparent

that there are large number of infirmities in the case and these stories

made out by the alleged victim are a bundle of contradictions. It is apparent

that the local Church authorities who had projected her as a case of atrocities

being perpetrated against Christians were themselves reluctant to bring

her before the court for cross examination for fear of being exposed as to

how false their claims were.The local Church is therefore using delaying

tactics in the matter to drag on the litigation as long as possible. However

since the matter is presently before the court the same is not commented

upon because it is sub judice.

The attempt to paint the Justice Mahapatra Commission as a spokesperson

of ‘Hindu nationalists’ is clearly defamatory and amounts to contempt of

the judicial process.”In late 2008, the state government of Orissa

commissioned Justice Mohapatra, a retired judge of the Orissa High Court,

to investigate the Kandhamal violence. His interim report in July 2009

found that the “sources of violence are deeply rooted in land disputed,

conversion and fake certificates” and recommended that the government

take steps to resolve land issues. He also reported that the state government

should expedite the freeing of tribal land in possession of non-tribals,

clear the fake certificate cases, and be vigilant about conversion and

reconversion. Hindu nationalists have focused on land disputes as
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the main cause of the violence, minimizing religious factors.” This clearly

brings forth the communal mindset of the Commission.

Further, the comments of the USCIRF Report on the Orissa violence is in

direct contradiction of what had been stated in the US State Department

Report of 2009. The US State Department Report states, “In Kandhamal,

Orissa State, individuals affiliated with left-wing Maoist extremists killed

Hindu religious leader Swami LaxmananandaSaraswati and four

Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP) workers on August 23, 2008. Although

ultraleft Maoists claimed responsibility, the murders exacerbated

underlying socio-economic tensions between the dalits and the tribals

and unleashed a wave of revenge killings, assaults, and property

destruction.”

(See Annexure A for more details)

Gujarat Violence of 2002

There has been a clear attempt to make out a case as if Christians were

affected by the violence of 2002. There is a statement in the Report that

Churches were burned in the violence of 2002. The Report states,

“Christians were also victims in Gujarat, and many churches were

burnt.”This is false. This is deliberate as is apparent that the same is

sandwiched between comments of Hindu Muslim violence of 2002 so as to

make out a case that there has been large-scale violence on Christians in

Gujarat. A tally of the death and destruction would clearly indicate that the

allegations are completely false. No study whatsoever says that Christians

were subject to any violence in the year 2002 as has been attempted to be

made out by the Report.

The unfortunate violence in Gujarat which was a spontaneous outburst

resulting in a premeditated attack on Hindus returning from offering prayers

at Ayodhya, resulting in burning to death of Hindu pilgrims including women

and children. The attempt to make out a case that Hindu nationalists were

behind this violence or orchestrating is clearly mischievous and false. The
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Report states, “In February 2002 in the state of Gujarat, a train fire

reportedly set by Muslims resulted in the death of 58 Hindus returning

from the disputed holy site of Ayodhya. Consequently, Hindu mobs

killed 1,200 to 2,500 Muslims across Gujarat, looted or destroyed

thousands of mosques and Muslim-owned businesses, and forced more

than 100,000 people to flee their homes.”This Report sacrifices fairness

and objectivity completely. It is overcautious and guarded when speaking

about riot victims belonging to the minority communities, whereas according

to it, “Hindus death resulted” due to “a train fire”.It is cavalier when it

says “Hindu mobs killed 1200 to 2500 Muslims across Gujarat.” Compiled,

as it is, 8 full years after the post Godhra riots, an effort could have been

made to get accurate statistics, 50% margin of error is unheard. It is now

agreed and recorded too in several court hearings that the total death is

1267. This includes 223 people who until recently were described “missing”

and after the due legal process have been announced as dead. The number

of injured during the riots will show the composition of the rioting mob. A

total of 2544 persons were injured – 1180 were Hindus and 1364 were

Muslims. During the riots people get injured in police firing too. Thus

from the total 2544 those injured in police firing were 422 – again here

207 Hindus and 215 Muslims.

The Report also casts doubts on the Nanavati Commission based on

supposed allegations made by unnamed journalists and unnamed

government authorities. The Report states, “The report also absolved the

Modi administration of any complicity in the train incident, despite

documentation to the contrary gathered by journalists and official Indian

government bodies.”The Report seems to suggest that the conclusion of

the Nanavati Commission that the burning of the train containing 58

passengers by local Muslims in Godhra was somehow something which

was made up by the Government of Gujarat and had no basis in fact.

It is also to be noted that there is now clear evidence that some of the top

police officials were acting along with NGOs hostile to the Gujarat

government and Chief Minister Mr. NarendraModi to implicate him in

the riots. It has also come to light that on numerous occasions the NGOs
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have manufactured false evidence to implicate the Chief Minister.The

Supreme Court has also taken note of this deliberate falsehoods being

peddled out by these NGOs.

(See further enclosed report herewith and marked as Annexure B)

The 1984 Anti Sikh Riots

It is a known fact that the 1984 anti-Sikh riots were a case of organized

ethnic violence. The culpability of various senior Congress leaders including

possible involvement of the very top of the Congress leadership in this

violence has been vividly documented. The attempt of the Commission to

exculpate those responsible while casually mentioning Mr. Jagdish Tytler’s

name is further evidence that the Report has not been thoroughly researched.

Violence in Karnataka

The Report makes unsubstantiated allegations against the Hindu nationalists

in the alleged anti-Christian violence in Karnataka State when it is apparent

that the same arose because of resentment of locals of forced conversion

by Christian Churches. The Report states, “In September 2008, shortly

after the outbreak of violence in Orissa, more than a dozen prayer halls

and churches in three Karnataka state districts were attacked by individuals

allegedly associated with the BajrangDal, a Hindu nationalist

organization.” Interestingly the Report relies on the findings by PUCL on

the events. Incidentally, all the agencies, which have been referred to are

specifically Christian sources. The role of Justice Saldanha and his links

with evangelical groups are well documented. In the entire Report, however,

only Christian groups/NGOs have been referred to. This makes the findings

of the Report flawed, as it does not analyse all the aspects of the issues

being discussed. This also points towards a bias in favour of evangelical groups.

The Report concedes that the allegations made are unsubstantiated since

the Commission did not have access to the areas on which it supposedly

had been reporting on. However this has not restrained the commission
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from making sweeping generalizations about State governments in an

irresponsible manner.

(See further enclosed report herewith and marked as Annexure C)

2007-2008 Bomb Attacks

In the case of the 2007-2008 terrorist bombings in the country, it is surprising

to see that the USCIRF Report takes its facts from leaked media report of

ongoing criminal investigations by the CBI which states the involvement

of Hindu groups. The Report statesthat the Indresh Kumar was arrested,

which is a factually incorrect. The Report states, “In 2010 eleven individuals

were arrested and charged in conjunction with the various bombing,

including Swami Aseemanand, senior RSS leader Indresh Kumar as well

as other senior RSS leaders.”This, like earlier in this paper, indicated to

the fact that this Report has not gone into the requisite details to get a

grasp on the topics discussed. Further, Indresh Kumar himself and the

organization that he belonged to, the RSS, categorically denied any

involvement in the acts. Surprisingly, the Commission doesn’t find it

appropriate to refer to that fact also. It may be pertinent to note that even

after a highly politicized investigation, the agencies have not been able to

find an iota of evidence against Indresh Kumar. There are detailed

allegations as to how such investigation has been clearly motivated in order

to harass members who do not contribute to the party in power.

The Report refers to the so called confession of Swami Assemananda and

concludes “Later, a Hindu cleric, Swami Aseemanand, told a local

magistrate that the bombings were perpetrated by Hindu radicals.”It

deliberately suppresses the fact that the same Swami had gone before the

magistrate again that the alleged confession was extracted from him by the

CBI through coercion and torture.

Freedom of Religion Acts

Since it seems that the major grouse of the Commission is against the Anti-
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Conversion Act it is important to put few facts on record and to contextualize

the problem as it exists in India. Needless to say religious pluralism is

fundamental to Indian conception of faith. The conception of Indian faith is

that everyone should tolerate everyone else’s point of view. In other words

“ Sarva Dharma Samabhava”. The obvious corollary to this is that there

should be no conversion by force, fraud or inducement. A large amount of

Indians tend to equate such attempted conversion with British colonialism

and Islamic rule. The attempt therefore of evangelization has a huge

disrupting effect on Indian society. The history of either Islam or Christianity

is not new to India. Christianity reached India with the apostles of Christ. It

enjoyed protection and respect as a way and method of reaching the divine

for centuries. The first religious persecution of Christian communities

recorded in Indian history comes from the colonial Portuguese who

demolished Indian Christian Churches in order to construct Portuguese

Roman Catholic Churches. It needs to be reminded that this resulted in an

open revolution against the Portuguese imposition of Christianity by local

Christians in Kerala. It is also important to be reminded that one of the

main causes of the huge revolution in 1857 against the British referred to

by the British as the Sepoy Mutiny and by Indians as the First War of

Independence, was the belief that the British wanted to convert all the

soldiers in its army through fraud by making them eat cow and pig fat. In

the people’s minds therefore evangelization or using of force, fraud or

inducement to change one’s religion has come to signify the dark side of

colonial and Islamic rule in India. Roman Catholic communities and Syrian

Christian communities have existed in India from nearly the first century

AD. In many areas they have flourished under the patronage of Hindu

kings. There is generally no animosity between Hindus and Christians. The

problem which arises and which has arisen from the early part of the 20th

century is the problem of dealing with attempted forced conversion of poor

Hindus through the process of evangelization. Evangelization is not only a

matter of changing one’s religion but also of forced dissociation with

one’sculture. This tends to create huge resentment within local communities.

In many cases it leads to violence. Therefore the sensitive nature of such

laws must be recognized.
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The allegation that inducement or coercive acts are ill-defined under the

said laws and are open to abuse is false;equally false is the notion that it

leads to social harassment. It is admitted by the Commission that the laws

have resulted in few arrests and no convictions. The attempt of the

Commission to broadly generalize that wherever such laws have been

enacted there has been a hostile atmosphere created against religious

minorities is false. It is also false that more cases of attacks on and

harassment of religious minority communities have occurred in places

where these laws have been enacted. The statements are not borne out by

any data or statistics.

The attempt of the Commission to selectively quote out of the Report of the

National Commission of Minorities points to a flawed approach towards

independent analysis. It is strange that the Commission seems to condemn

the conversions to Hinduism but promote conversions from Hinduism. The

agenda of the Commission is not very different from the local Maoists in

Orissa who have openly stated that their objectives are the same as

evangelicals. It is also interesting that the Commission does not even remotely

mention the intricate nexus between the evangelicals and the Maoists. The

allegations of supposed violence on Christian gatherings are clearly

unsubstantiated and are based on false reports of Global Council of

Indian Christians.

Scheduled casts and scheduled tribes

The Commission is wrong on facts in case of quotas for Scheduled Tribes

where as the fact is religion is not a bar. The Report states, “However,

these quotas are for Scheduled Tribes and Castes that belong to Hindu,

Sikh or Buddhist religious communities; currently they do not apply to

Muslims, Christians, or converts from Scheduled Castes either to Islam or

Christianity.”In relation to Schedule Castes it must be stated that caste is

a unique Hindu marker of social hierarchy. The Constitution of India wanted

to bar such caste markers and wanted to promote integration between all

castes of Hindus. Neither the Christian Church nor any Islamic organization

has endorsed that such castes exist within their religion. In fact the major
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argument forwarded by these religious groups to Hindus is that the Hindu

society is unequal and therefore discriminatory towards lower castes. It is

also wrong to say that Christian and Muslim groups do not enjoy the benefit

of quotas under the Indian Constitution. It is a documented fact that Christian

groups and Muslim groups who are socially and economically backward

enjoy the benefit of quotas under the “Other Backward Classes” category.

The OBCs are entitled to 27% reservation under the Indian Constitution.

US policy recommendations advancing religious
freedom through diplomacy

The recommendation of the Commission that the US should make clear to

the Indian public the higher priority of the US government to the supposed

violation of rights of religious minorities and send US representatives to

purported sites of communal violence and meet with State and local officials

is not acceptable.  India is the world’s largest democracy. It does not need

interference in its internal affairs or recommendation of encouraging India to

accept delegation from non-governmental organizations and US governmental

agencies including the Commission so that they may independently assess

religious freedom conditions in India.

Strengthening Law Enforcement and the Judiciary

It must be put on record that Indian government and various State

governments are taking steps to ensure that everyone irrespective of his

religion is protected. He can enjoy his liberties as long as they don’t infringe

upon the rights of other people.

Regarding Orissa

It is surprising that while the Commission objects to the attempts to control

forced conversions, it has no qualms in recommending for stringent action

against persons involved in reconversion activity.

Regarding Gujarat

Recommendation of the Commission to force the Indian government to urge
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the Supreme Court to look into allegations of its Special Investigative Team

having disregarded evidence is beyond any acceptable jurisdiction of this

Report.The Report states, “The U.S. government should urge the

government of India to: urge the Supreme Court to look into allegations

of its Special Investigative Teams having disregarded evidence..”The

next recommendation to ensure that efforts to bring a case against the

Gujarat Chief Minister Narendra Modi are allowed to proceed in accordance

with law seems to be very narrow based and political minded. The fourth

recommendation to send an investigative team to Gujarat to assess the

security of individuals displaced by 2002 riots and look into the Reports that

such individuals are systematically economically and socially marginalizedis

not based on the factual reality of that. In fact the most touted Report of

the Indian National Congress - the Rajinder Sacchar Commission Report -

on the state of Muslims throughout India clearly states that Muslims in

Gujarat are better compared to their cousins elsewhere in the country.

Reforming existing Legislation that may undermine
freedom of religion and belief.

The recommendation of the Commission to establish an “impartial” body of

religious leaders, human rights and legal experts and other civil society

representatives to examine forced, induced, illegal or improper conversions

in States with anti-conversion laws and to make recommendations as to

how such laws should be modified,as has been stated before and reiterated

again tantamount to interfering in the sovereign legislative powers of India.

It also betrays the incomprehension of USCIRF about the Indian reality.

Taking new measures to promote communal har-
mony, protect religious minorities and prevent com-
munal violence.

The Commission specifically denouncing Hindu nationalist organizations

for violence and harassment of religious minorities, women and other caste

members, without any evidence to support those allegations, is defamatory



and reckless. The Commission explicitly betrays its specific bias in favour

of certain political groups in India.

Conclusion

The recommendations of strict action against the States mentioned that were

supposed to have violated minority rights are non-Congress states and the

commission clearly singles out the BJP/RSS as the purported perpetrators

of violence against religious minorities. The Commission glosses over the

incidents of violence of the Congress party workers on the Sikhs. It also

disregards the fact of continued violence of evangelical groups on Hindu

minorities and indigenous tribes in North-Eastern India. It admittedly does

not have a single Hindu or Buddhist member and therefore clearly lacks the

perspective of either. The Commission has admittedly never visited India

and yet deems it proper to make sweeping generalizations about Indian

government policy. The sources of the Commission are clearly biased and

occasionally dubious. Not a single Hindu or Buddhist organization has been

quoted as a source in the entire Report. It shows that the Commission has

made no attempt to get any holistic understanding of the problems. The

recommendations of the Commission therefore do not reflect an

understanding of India, its pluralistic nature, its civilization or its people.

The recommendations of the Commission would promote communal

disharmony and resentment against religious minorities. If indeed the United

States government wants to understand India and to have a holistic

perspective of how Indian society feels it is important that the

recommendations of the Commission be rejected completely. Not rejecting

the Commission’s recommendations will send a wrong signal to India and

Indians, which is not in the interest of the growing US - India friendship.
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Regarding Orissa Violence - 2007-2008

The total population of Kandhamal in Orissa is 6.48 lakh, of which 51.96%

comprises of the Kandha Tribe and 16.81% of other Scheduled Castes.

Further, 27% of the district’s population is Christian, out of which a majority

(80%) are schedule castes (Pana). There is a long history of conflict, such

as in 1987 and again in 1994, between the Kandhas & the converted

Christian Panas for a number of reasons such as the Kui Samaj, a Kandha

social organization, agitating and organizing rallies’ against the Christians,

and converted “Panas” trying to take the benefits extended to the schedule

tribe by the Government of India through fraudulent means. Incidents such

as the Kui-samaj calling for a “36 hour bandh” on 25th to 26th December

2007 are an example of incidents that ignite tensions.

Another example of such inciting incidents was at Bramhanigaon, where

the church erected a decorative gate covering the main road of the market

and the Durga Temple. The village committee and the market committee

requested them to shift the decorative gate to the front of the church as

usual. The church did not agree with the proposal and even dismissed the

request of the superintendent of police and attacked the police and the

locals, which aggravated the situation even further.

Swamiji, his personal security officer, a disciple and the driver were attacked

at Darsingbadi, 20 Kms from Brahmanigaon on 24th December 2007.

Swamiji and his disciple Kishore Baba were admitted in the medical college

hospital at Cuttack and Bramhapur for months. On 27th December 2007, a

mob of 3000 Christians attacked the Bramhanigaon Hindu settlement (Odia

Sahi) and burnt all the 128 houses, 6 shops and attacked the police station.

The exchange of fire continued for 3 hours. The S.P. of Gajapati who was

specially deputed there, was injured and one dead body was found in the

village which was neither detected nor claimed by anyone. The police claim

Annexure- A
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that the nexus between the local Maoist and the church was responsible

for this attack. The killing of 40 people was false and baseless.

Another 60 year old Hindu, Khageswar Mallick, was murdered brutally on

25th Dec 2007 by the Christians of Barakhama village. Incidentally,

Barakhama is where Christians had forcibly occupied 22 acres of Tribal

land and refused to vacate it even after a High Court order. Eventually, this

land was finally vacated on May 2008.

Minority Hindus of Katingia, Tiangia, Meramaha, Kinari gaon, Gadapur

villages of Bramhanigaon Police Station in Kandhamal district, fled to

Merikot and Bramhapur of Ganjam district for safety on 26th December

2007.  Some of them have still not been able to return for fear of recrimination

and persecution. Monaj Sahu of Bramhanigaon who was staying away at

Bramhapur since then, was killed by the Christians on 25 Nov 2010. Hindus

have become a minority in Daringbadi Block of Kandhamal due to systematic

ethnic cleansing by Church groups.

Swami Laxmananandaji and four others were killed on 23rd August 2008

on the auspicious day of Sri Krishna Janmastami. “It was pre-planned by

one religious group and they have engaged the killers,” this was the statement

of state Inspector general of police (Crime branch), Sri A. Ray on 17 Oct

2008 in a press conference. All the persons arrested and charge-sheeted in

this case are Christians. The Superintendent of Police of Kandhamal and

the Director General of Police have submitted in their affidavit and confessed

before the judicial injury commission of Justice Sarat Chandra Mahapatra

that there was a life threat for Swamiji from Christians and not from

the Maoists.

CRPF were immediately deployed in all the churches and Christian

establishments after the murder of Swami Laxmananandaji. However, there

was not a single Church functionary in any church in the entire Kandhamal

district, as if they knew of the impending ramification of his murder

beforehand. It was later learnt that all the establishments were vacated

from the previous day itself. The State crime branch has been engaged for

investigating the cases related to Swami Laxmanananda Saraswati’s murder
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and other incidents. Separate officers have been entrusted with separate

incidents. No SIT has been formed or entrusted for investigation.

The two Fast Track courts established to expedite the cases of Kandhamal

were established as per the judicial framework of India. The church has no

faith in the police and judiciary and even the enquiry commission against

whom they have gone to the High Court. The US State Department report

was factually correct where as the information provided to USCIRF by all

India catholic union of 3232 complaints were false and baseless.

Of the 216 cases heard, 1484 persons are acquitted due to lack of evidence,

as all these cases were filed in the relief camps taking names from the

voter list. Names of some persons mentioned in the FIRs of different incidents

in same day (from 10 to 50kms apart from each other), which was impossible

as curfew was imposed throughout the district of Kandhamal with heavy

police patrolling. 50 of the 90 names with fathers name and age was

mentioned in each FIR and in GR Case no 203/08 of Kotgada P.S., names

of  213 persons (village wise) and 2 thousand others are mentioned in the

FIR, which tallies with the voter list of 15 villages nearby.

The All India Catholic Union has mentioned that, according to Compass

Direct, among the accused were 85 RSS, 231 VHP and 118 Bajrangdal

workers. How these numbers have been identified, when more then one

lakh people were involved in Kandhamal violence as accused out of the 6.4

lakh total population of the district, is questionable.

The trial of the so called rape case of Mina Lalita Barua (a maid servant,

not a nun) started at Cuttack in December 2010 because the church

authorities could not produce her before the Kandhamal court taking several

false pleas even after assurance by the government to provide all sorts of

security to her. There was no threat or intermediation by anybody. The

political bias and witness tampering are baseless.

There are instances where 2/3 members of one house got compensation

and all those who stayed at relief camps got assistance whose houses are

not even damaged. The Christian groups (churches and NGOs) have taken



financial assistance from foreign friends and not distributed it to the victims,

as alleged by some Christian people.

The solidarity forum is a church based forum organized by Johan Dayal, All

India Christian Union functionary. The National people’s Tribal was

established by John Dayal and Arch Bishop of Cuttack-Bhubaneswar Raphel

Chinath. Both these individuals are the main conspirators in murder of Swami

Laxmanananda and responsible for Kandhamal disturbance. The question

that needs to be answered is:

 Affidavit of Hillary Singh a victim of December 2007 riot of

Bramhanigaon has not been accepted and he was not allowed to

speak his problem before the tribunal?

 Half of the juries of the Tribunal have not signed on the observation

of the tribunal?

Secondly facts about the prosecuting attorneys are false and baseless. Both

the prosecuting and defense Attorneys are fluent in local Oriya as well as

Kui (Local dialect). They use Oriya language in the court. The Christian

community has also provided one local lawyer to assist the prosecution

attorney.

No real fact has been put forth before the so-called people’s tribunal. So

the observation of the tribunal is biased.

- by Lakshmi Kanta Das
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Response to the report of the USCIRF –
Gujarat

This report sacrifices fairness and objectivity . It is overcautious and

guarded when speaking about riot victims belonging to the minority

communities, whereas “Hindus death resulted” due to “a train fire”.

It is cavalier when it says “Hindu mobs killed 1200 to 2500 Muslims across

Gujarat.” Compiled, as it is, 8 full years after the post Godhra riots, an

effort could have been made to get accurate statistics. 50% margin of error

is unheard of. It is now agreed and recorded too in several court hearings

that the total death is 1267. This includes 223 people who until recently

were described “missing” and after the due legal process have been

announced as dead.

The number of injured during the riots will show the composition of the

rioting mob. A total of 2544 persons were injured – 1180 were Hindus and

1364 were Muslims. During the riots people get injured in police firing

too. Thus from the total 2544 those injured in police firing were 422 –

again here 207 Hindus and 215 Muslims.

Even in May 2005, the Minister of State for Home, ShriprakashJaiswal

(Congress Member of Parliament) stated in the Parliament that 790 Muslims

and 254 Hindus were killed in the 2002 Gujarat riots and 223 people were

missing. Of the 254 Hindus, 77 died in police firing and the rest 177 died

in the riots.

Although it is not aimed at justifying any violent retaliation, the fact that

Godhra train burning was a trigger cannot be ignored. The train was burned

down by a 2000 strong mob after it was ensured that all exits were force

shut for the 59 Hindus, 40 of whom were women and children.

Annexure B
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The USCIRF report claims that in 2007, Tehelka “revealed further evidence

of state government, police and… including the complicity of the Gujarat

Chief Minister in the riots.” With an intention to serve objectivity, the

report being compiled in 2011, could have mentioned that there is not a

single First Information Report filed against the Chief Minister, even after

11 years. Not a court has indicted him.

Reference is made to the Indian Supreme Court’s August 2004 order

whereby Gujarat government had to reopen investigations – we present

the details of reopened cases and their numbers later in this response. We

read with a sense of disbelief that USCIRF report seeks to corroborate the

Indian Supreme Court’s observation with the observations of Asma Jahangir,

the UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Religion or Belief. Based on

her brief visit to Gujarat in March 2008 she produced a report in January

2009 and thought it adequate to have “noted the systemic economic and

social marginalization of members of Gujarat’s Muslim community.” On

this specific reference in the USCIRF report let it be on record that the

Indian Judiciary’s view does not need international corroboration. Our

judiciary is thoroughly independent, competent and has time and again risen

to keep the letter and spirit of the Indian Constitution intact.

If the USCIRF is indeed concerned about “the systemic economic and

social marginalization of members of the Gujarat’s Muslim community” we

suggest that the USCIRF refers to the report of the Prime Minister’s High

Level Committee chaired by Justice RajinderSachar on the Social, Economic

and Educational Status of the Muslim Community in India.  This Committee

was appointed in March 2005 by the Congress led UPA government. The

Committee submitted its report in November 2006.

Quite contrary to the view “systemic economic and social marginalization

of the members of Gujarat’s Muslim community.”Quite contrary to the

view of the UN Rapporteur on the marginalization of Muslims, through the

findings of the Sachar Committee the Muslims in Gujarat in particular have

emerged far better than their cousins in the other states of India – on every

count: primary, secondary and Higher education, presence at various levels
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in Government service, in State Transport Department, Bank Account holding

and other aspects of financial inclusion, availability of basic amenities to

villages where population of Muslims is 40% or more, or even their per

capita income. It may well be worth the time of any UN Rappoteur to

compare the status of minorities- Christians, Hindus, Parsis or even Shia

Muslims in Pakistan with the Muslims in Gujarat.

The Indian Supreme Court ordered the police to review the 2022 riot related

cases which were identified as  ‘A’ summary citing lack of evidence or

leads.  ‘A’ summary cases are even otherwise automatically reopened

whenever fresh evidence is obtained.  Police reviewed 2017 cases and

opened 1958 cases for reinvestigation.  In 117 cases charge sheets were

submitted and  640 accused were arrested. Action was initiated against

140 investigating officers and action was taken against 72 IOs and

supervisory officers.

For the records, 4274 FIRs were filed during and after the riots. In over a

thousand cases even the trials have ended and convictions have taken place.

From among those cases reopened after the Supreme Court’s direction,

charge sheets have been filed in over 130 cases.

On a 100 page complaint dated 8 June 2006 sent by post to the Director

General of Police after nearly four and a half years (from 2002) by the

widow of Congress MP Ehsan Jaffrey, the Gujarat government had

appointed an Additional DGP to enquire into the matter. Mrs Jaffrey had

alleged the involvement of the Chief Minister and 62 others in the killing of

her husband by a rioting mob. The Addl. DGP did not get adequate

cooperation from Mrs Jaffrey, who had shifted to Surat. Beginning 18 August

2006 and after fixing and refixing dates and venue to suit the complainant,

it was only on 16 October 2006 that Mrs Jaffrey had presented herself

before the official but remained silent. It is reported that she had

“categorically stated under her signature that she would not answer any

question nor would render any co-operation unless and until an offence is

registered.”Thus the efforts of the Gujarat government to follow-up on her

complaint remained unfruitful.
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Furthermore, Ms TeestaSetalvad, through a Non Government Organisation

(NGO) that she runs, approached the High Court as a co-petitioner with

Mrs Jaffrey. The High Court directed them to take the complaint to the

district Magistrate, who is the Competent Authority. Displeased, in May

2009, Ms Setelvad approached the Supreme Court with a Special Leave

Petition. After due consultations, the Supreme Court asked the Special

Investigation Team (SIT) which was by then investigating into 9 most

contentious cases, to conduct a preliminary enquiry into Mrs Jaffrey’s

complaint too.

In the words of a political commentator, “it is sobering to note that other

than loose unproven statements by political mavericks there is no charge

against him. There is only a claim by the family of Ehsan Jaffrey, a senior

politician who was horrifically burnt to death during the riots that Jaffrey

phoned Modi several times while his house was besieged.”(Ashok Malik,

6 April 2010).

Shri Modi was only “requested to answer questions”.  There were no

summons or no dates specified. Therefore, the claim in the USCIRF report

“The SIT summoned Chief Minister Modi to appear before the Indian

Supreme Court in March 2010. Initially, he failed to appear on the date

specified claiming he had been summoned” is completely baseless.

We produce here an extract of the open letter issued by the Chief Minister

of Gujarat, ShriNarendraModi, and dated 22.3.2010. In page 2 the CM

states some “facts”:

 As soon as newspapers began reporting that Modi has been

summoned by the SIT, the government spokesperson immediately

said that ShriModi is bound by the law of the land and the Indian

Constitution. He has always extended his cooperation to every

procedure of law. And he is committed to do so in future.

 It is a matter of grave concern and needs investigation as to why

and who started spreading lies that “SIT summons NarendraModi

on March 21 2010”.
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 The purveyors of untruth failed even to think that March 21, 2010

happens to be a Sunday and a public holiday.

 These purveyors of lies even did not once bother to check whether

the key SIT officers, whaare appointed by the Supreme Court,

were present in Gujarat on March 21, 2010.

 SIT had not fixed March 21, 2010 for my appearance. To say that

I was summoned on March 21 is completely false. I shall respond

to SIT fully respecting the law and keeping in view the dignity of a

body appointed by the Supreme Court.

 The date of 21st March 2010 was invented by some vested interest

and as a part of their effort to interfere in the due process of law.

They wanted to paint me as a person who refused to respond to

the SIT. This country has in the last twenty four hours witnessed a

campaign of disinformation in which a section of the media became

an instrument of the disinformers. I hope this section will now take

corrective steps.

“Most cases relating to Gujarat violence are heard by district or sessions

courts, not fast track….” complains the USCIRF report. This again is an

incorrect observation. The 2002 riot cases had better conviction rates when

compared to all previous riots that took place in Gujarat. Even by July 2004,

9 cases decided  in which 33 accused were convicted. By end 2005, over

66 persons were convicted in 13 more cases. By June 2007, 800 cases

were decided wherein 32 cases resulted in conviction of 144 persons.

Impression is made out that cases going through the district and Sessions

court, and not the fast track court will mean that they will be appealed or

reheard by the High Court and then the Supreme Court. Appeal is a given

right for any aggrieved party and such right exists for those going through

even the fast track courts.

It is not clear as to what is implied by the USCIRF observation “as with

Orissa, specific information is hard to acquire making it difficult to determine

whether justice was applied fairly.” Higher and appellate courts do look
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into specific information to determine whether justice was applied fairly.

So can others.

It is said in the USCIRF report, “Observers have noted that in cases heard

by district and sessions courts (not fast track courts) many of the Hindu

alleged attackers were acquitted.” It is shocking that a statement of this

kind is added as a part of the report, albeit being credited to some unnamed

“observers.” All courts in India are part of the criminal justice system and

function to protect the rights of its citizens as ensured by the Constitution.

Neither are our fast track courts kangaroo courts nor our session courts

operating under laws that are separately given to them. They all function

under the same legal frame work. Convictions /acquittals are awarded by

due process of law.  As the USCIRF report has rightly mentioned, it was “a

local fast track court” in the Godhra train burning case, which in February

2011 acquitted 61 people, all Muslims, while convicting only 31 people. Is

that objectionable?

The report mentions “there are reports …complaints …alleging that SITs

intimidated witnesses, produced fake witnesses and evidence and were

politically biased against victims”. The SITs are monitored by the Supreme

Court and if there is any complaint, the apex court has been redressing it as

and when raised. In all fairness the Supreme Court has been pulling up the

vocal NGO led by Ms TeestaSetalvad for “cooking up macabre tales of

killings.” The court was also told that 22 witnesses had submitted identical

affidavits before various courts relating to riot incidents and when questioned

by SIT it was found that the witnesses had not actually witnessed the

incidents and that they were tutored and the pre drafted affidavits were

handed over to them by Ms Setalvad.

It is interesting that an unnamed “representative of the Indian American

Muslim Council expressed to USCIRF that the death sentence for the 11

individuals  was unduly harsh as those were not the masterminds or planners

of the train burning, but rather, just accomplices.” Punishments in the Indian

Courts are handed out not as per the whims and fancies of the judges but

based on the Criminal Procedure Code. The representative of the Indian
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American Muslim Council may not be aware of this, but surely the US

Council for Religious Freedom being an arm of a great western democracy

is expected to know this and appreciate it. And the 11 were not just

accomplices but they were the ones who had actually carried out the heinous

act of burning women and children. Their right to appeal against this verdict

is absolute and recognized.

The Nanavati-Mehta Commission saying that the fire was a premeditated

conspiracy – hasn’t that view got vindicated by the aforesaid “local fast

track court” verdict? The USCIRF seems to be also worried about the

“numerous extensions and later again “another extension” given to the

NanavatiCommission. The constitution and thereafter extensions to

Commissions may have certain criterion which need not be of material

concern to the USCIRF.

It is laughable that the USCIRF observes about the Nanavati-Mehta

Commission: “The report also absolved the Modi administration of any

complicity in the train incident despite documentation to the contrary

gathered by journalists and official Indian government bodies.”

Declaring those missing as dead is done after a legally approved due period

of wait. And that is what the Gujarat government had done. And on being

announced as dead, due compensations have also been paid. The USCIRF

figure of Rs 3, 50,000 is understating the compensation. Even earlier the

Gujarat government had paid their next kin Rs 1, 50,000, therefore taking

the total to Rs 5,00,000 each.

To sum up, this report of the USCIRF seems to have been out sourced to

an NGO. The language, the content and the tone – all betray an agenda

that goes beyond seeking justice for the Muslim victims. It seems more

like get Modi, get at Gujarat, rather than get justice for the victims. The

least that the UNCIRF could have done is to check and verify the report

before publishing the report.

- by Dr. Nirmala Sitharaman
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Regarding Karnataka Violence

The US Commission on International Religious Freedom (USCIRF) annually

issues its report on the status of religious freedom in other countries.

However, it does not have a fair representation of religious leaders from

non-Abrahamic religions on its policy making bodies. Among its nine

Commissioners there is not a single one to represent faiths like Hinduism,

Buddhism, Jainism and other Eastern religions.  Yet, the Commission feels

that it is qualified to pass judgments on the extent of religious freedoms in

countries like India where Hindus constitute nearly 81 percent of the

country’s population, and where the Buddhist, Jain, and Sikh faiths

were founded.

USCIRF has no legal status to violate India’s sovereignty and integrity. It

cannot teach India what Religious Freedom is all about. It has always been

discriminatory and anti-Indian. This has once again proved by its latest

report on religious freedom in Karnataka. The report falsely attempts to

make out that  there is evidence of involvement of organizations like  Bajrang

Dal, VHP etc  in the anti-Christian violence in the State when it is apparent

that the same arose because of resentment of locals against aggressive

evangelism and forced conversion by certain Christian groups.

Interestingly the USCIRF relies on the report submitted by the  PUCL on

the events . In fact it seems that the USCIRF report a number of times

advocates the line of Maoists in the country. Admittedly it seems that the

report accepts that the allegations made are unsubstantiated since the

Commission did not have access to the areas in which it supposedly had

been reporting on. However this has not restrained the Commission from

making sweeping generalisations about state governments in an

irresponsible manner. This clearly shows that the report is motivated in

Annexure C
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order to promote the interests of certain vested interests.

In September 2008 more than a dozen prayer halls and churches in three districts

in Karnataka state  were attacked by individuals allegedly associated with the

BajrangDal, RSS and VHP. In one district, six individuals were injured in the

attacks on two New Life Church prayer halls. The New Life Church has been

accused of distributing pamphlets denigrating Hinduism.

As a response to the 2008 incidents, the BJP-led Karnataka state government

appointed a Commission of Inquiry, headed by Justice B.K. Somashekara,

to probe the attacks. In its January 2011 final report  theCommission

concluded  that police provided adequate protection before, during and after

the attacks; that neither the BJP government, nor Bajrangdal, nor

SanghPariwar had any direct or indirect hand in the attacks, and that several

attacks occurred because of the perpetrators‘ anger over Christian

conversion practices.

Critics have accused the Commission of political bias in favor of the BJP,

and Christian leaders have demanded that the Central Bureau of

Investigation (CBI) perform its own investigation. For example, two NGOs,

the People’s Union for Civil Liberties (PUCL) and Transparency

International (Karnataka), also conducted an inquiry into the 2008 Karnataka

church attacks. PUCL is India’s oldest and largest non-governmental human

rights organization. The inquiry was conducted by Justice Michael F.

Saldanha, a former judge of Karnataka High Court. His report, released in

early 2011 sweepingly concludes that the violence was preplanned and

executed with great precision for maximum impact and the persecution

continued for three years

Justice Saldanha’s report is far from unbiased. To call this an independent

Tribunal Enquiry is far from what it reveals. One wonders how independent

was Saldanha’sfindings  when the retired judge himself  is the president of

the Catholic Association of South Canara (Dakshina Kannada).  It is

therefore difficult to believe that an inquiry conducted by the president of

the Catholic Association of Dakshina Kannada would be impartial.
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Justice Saldanha claims to have visited 400 places and examined 3000

witness/victims but did not bring them to the notice of Justice Somasekhara

nor did he show evidence.

Going through the Saldhana report one gets the feel that it is not only biased

but sweeping and far fetched. For example he accuses that the Hindutva

brigade was behind the violence and that the Chief Minister and the Home

Minister implicitly and explicitly abetted the Hindu communalists. To smugly

point at the Chief Minister and the Home Minister as implicitly and explicitly

abetting Hindu criminals, questions the fairness of Justice Saldhana in his

very approach.

Saldanha has complained of brute force of armed police without concrete

proof. Brute force adjective is used in a sweeping manner for the police,

administration, judiciary etc. The result of this brute force should have

resulted in the death of hundreds, and brutalization of the hapless Christians.

But, not a single life was lost in the violence against Christians nor in the

police action. The USCIRF seems to have swallowed PUCL sponsored

Saldanha’s findings hook, line and sinker without knowing fully well that

JusticeSaldhana had not counted the dead, enumerated the crippled and

those who suffered injuries and other violations from this ‘brute force’.

Justice Saldhana goes on to point at the ‘flagrant disregard to rule of law

and an atmosphere of anarchy prevails in Karnataka.” Notwithstanding

these doomsday scenario painted by Saldanha, Christian population has

been growing during the last one decade. They account for 4 per cent of

the Karnataka population. That means the Christian population has recorded

one hundred per cent increase between 2001 and 2011.Not only that they

have been able to worship without any hindrance and their institutions have

been running smoothly. People are living happily and harmoniously in

Karnataka and there is no report of any anarchy and fear. Is this the picture

of a three year long persecution of Christians in the State?

The USCIRF should have verified from credible sources whether Karnataka

was ever embroiled in violence except for a few stray cases and whether

there was  anarchy. Instead, it depended on  organizations like PUCL and
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Catholic Union and men of straw like Saldanha to collect its  ‘facts’ and

figures to brand Hindu groups  as culprits for anti-Christian violence.

Despite this malicious propaganda against Hindus and Hindu organizations,

the fact remains that people in the State lived and continue to live in peace

and harmony.

Justice Somasekhara’s comments regarding conversion are true although

the Catholics do not indulge in whole sale conversion business unlike the

evangelical churches adding numbers to their flock.

Karnataka has been a State where Hindus and Christians and other

communities lived in peace and harmony for centuries. Let us not blow

out of proportion minor incidents of violence in a couple of places in

Karnataka.

The Catholics are being persecuted in Nagaland. There are  large scale

human rights violations perpetrated by the Baptists. In States like Andhra

Pradesh,Orissa and Tamil Nadu evangelical churches are out persecuting

the Catholics and poaching into their ‘flock’.

Certain Christian groups  exaggerate minor incidents into national and even

international anti-Hindu propaganda campaign. The main purpose in all this

drama is to whip up a propaganda that would  bring international pressure

on India and international money to provide evangelical groups more

freedom in their conversion efforts. Many Christians seem to prefer this to

dealing with the Hindus in a spirit of give and take.

- by P. N. Benjamin




